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Dear Harvest Partner,
Looking ahead in the very near future economic chaos has already started. As I mentioned in my last letter, in 2018
many events shall declare time shall be no more. Now I’m going to bring in future predictions from Brother Frisby’s
scroll. One of the reasons for this first prediction to come about is that China, the Asians, Japanese and some Arab
countries are funding our treasuries and bonds. You might say they are our “credit card” unlimited. Recently a rumor
was spoken that China and the Asians were thinking of cutting our credit off. These are the signs that will definitely be
there when this future prediction takes place. Note: On January 31st there was a super moon in total eclipse that hadn’t
taken place in 140 years. – And now the future predictions from Neal Frisby’s library.
THE LATTER YEARS ARE NEAR – “According to Ezek. 38:1-6, Russia in the last days will have 5 specific countries
join her in a catastrophic onslaught on Israel! - Persia (Iran) - Ethiopia - Libya - Gomer (Germany) - and Togarmah
(Turkey) - and then from another direction joining them will be the Kings of the East!” (Rev. 16:12 - Rev. 9:14-16) - “China
will probably break relations with the United States several times before the final eruption comes!” - “At the end of the
age eventually Japan will be joined in this invasion along with other Asian nations - only to die on the mountains and
valleys of Israel!” - “The Scriptures outline three phases. The first major part of the war is probably when Russia and
the above Allies, including some Arab nations, attack Israel! The second part is when the Kings of the East literally
charge into the Middle East!” - “The third is when all nations with the anti-Christ will confront these in battle! His
Empire is split!” (Dan. 2:40-43 – Dan. 11:40-45) – Zech. 14:2, “states that God will gather all nations here to battle,
including the United States! Some people wonder what causes this. One main reason is famine across the earth and the
hordes want more share of the anti-Christ wealth.” (Rev. 11:6) – “Famine is mentioned at one of the scourges that God
sends when men are in idols and wickedness!” – “It definitely seems that Jesus will come in our generation because the
prophecies of Israel are fulfilling in becoming a nation in 1948! Another important reason is Jerusalem was reclaimed as a
Jewish city in 1967! And now another significant fact is Israel is making it their capital!” (Editor’s note: The United States
will be the first country to move its Embassy to Jerusalem in the very near future.)– “We are now nearing this Scripture,
Matt. 24:34, this generation is finishing its course! The clock of destiny is ticking nearer the final hour!” – “The
bulletin of atomic scientists has just moved the hand closer to midnight! They say unless something occurs quickly most
life will perish give or take a few years! – What has triggered their opinion, they are watching the way Russia is making
their way toward and surrounding the Middle East!”
THE SIGNS CONFIRM THE END OF THE AGE IS APPROACHING – In our scrolls we predicted years ago much
of what will be said here described in scientific terminology by a renowned scientist. He said that great violence and
possibly revolution lie right ahead, and made these statements. Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions: “Rising tidal forces
directly or indirectly trigger volcanism! Since the tidal forces the Northern Hemisphere is rising. We are in a period
of increased volcanism!” (Editor’s note: As I prepare this letter for you a volcano in Japan erupted, Alaska hit by a
massive 7.9 earthquake.) – He foresees droughts and famines. From a science standpoint, he feels the storm tracts will
shift causing drought and the lack of food in many areas! Also these shifts will bring hurricanes, tornadoes and tidal
waves.” – Social violence: “The ethical attitudes today are essentially the same as they were during the 1850’s, just before
the Civil War! – When power is a primary aim, I would say violence and I mean massive violence! – We’re in for a social
revolution at least!” – Mark 13:19-20. “Coming days of affliction worse than any since the beginning of creation!”- “In
Amos 8:9 the prophet says, ‘In that day’, meaning the latter days, that God would cause the sun to go down a noon, and
he will darken the earth in the clear day!” This is definitely not an eclipse, for the sun is passing into night a noon! The
Lord is evidently changing, at that time, the axis of this planet! A catastrophic event follows! (Isa. 24:19-20) “The earth is
nearing its appointed time! But before this we also know there will be a world famine for food coming! (Rev. 11:6) End
quote. – Now a very interesting fact: In 1913 the debt of the nation was about $1 billion, approximately $363 per person.
When the government wanted to print more money legally, they printed and bought gold with the money. The nation
was on the gold standard. – As of today: The nation is $20.6 trillion in debt, approx. $63,000 per citizen and debt per tax
payer is $170,000 at this time. In the future there is approximately $266 trillion unfunded liabilities facing U.S. tax payers!
– At the beginning of this letter I noted that ‘economic chaos has started’ and now you can understand more about the
beginning of this letter.
This month I am releasing a wonderful book called “Michael the Great Prince Stands Up!” and a DVD, “God
Calculates.” – As we are entering the New Year there is no better time to support this wonderful and important ministry.
God’s blessings will be with each and every one of you. I will be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
All three CD’s ($15.00 donation)
“The Wind Bloweth”
“God’s Treasure Abounds”
“Watchful – Who’s Ready?”

DVD release: “God Calculates”
Also available: “World Changes”
($20.00 donation each)
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